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Abstract
Robots working in real-world applications need to be robust and reliable. However, ensuring robust software in an
academic development environment with dozens of developers poses a significant challenge. This work presents
a testing framework, successfully employed in a large-scale integrated robotics project, based on continuous
integration and the fork-and-pull model of software development, implementing automated system regression
testing for robot navigation. It presents a framework suitable for both regression testing and also providing
processes for parameter optimisation and benchmarking.
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Figure 1. Work-flow.
Robust long-term robot operation has many challenges that are yet to be overcome.
Many of these challenges arise because in real-world deployments unexpected and
unpredictable situations can harm robot performance. Some of these situations can
only be dealt by constant software development and update, however, robotic systems
are usually composed of many individual components, developed by multiple people,
that particular in research environments, work mostly individually. This can lead to
researchers modifying finely tuned parameters to fit one particular case but harming
the robot’s performance in other situations. It is for this reason, that systematic testing
of the integrated robot system and test for regressions in the performance is critical.
Previous deployments1 have proven that navigation failures are among the most critical
problems impacting a mobile robot’s overall autonomy. Navigation performance is usually affected by the respective
performance of many different components, such as mapping, robust localisation in dynamic environments, path
planning, and motion control. Looking for instance at the probably most popular robot navigation package ”ROS
move base”∗, there are more than 50 parameters alone that affect navigation performance, even disregarding code
changes and higher level autonomy functions. In an academic research environment where dozens of developers
might be contributing to an integrated system, adopting established methodologies of software engineering and
collaborative software development are key to ensure the high quality of the software required to facilitate long-term
deployment (in the order of weeks and months) of robots in real-world environments.
Continuous Integration and Testing in Robotics
The proposed testing regime has been established in the context of the STRANDS† project, which ambition as
to develop autonomous mobile robots that run for weeks (a benchmark here was to run 120 days) without expert
interventions1. As already proposed by earlier research on software engineering in robotics context2, we adopted the
paradigm of continuous integration (CI), successfully employed in many larger-scale software-intensive systems
(e.g. by Lacoste et al.3) and also in robotics4, facilitated via a dedicated JENKINS CI server‡. Replicating entire
systems and testing them systematically has also been attempted by other researchers5, 6, however, the embedding of
full navigation testing in the software development work-flow is still rare in the robotics community. The general
∗http://wiki.ros.org/move_base
†http://strands-project.eu/
‡https://jenkins.io/
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Figure 2. (a) Simulation environment. (b) Robot navigation testing arena at University of Lincoln. (c) Report page.
work-flow of software development captured in Fig. 1 follows the ”fork and pull” model7, which is well integrated
with continuous integration. Every so-called pull request in our system undergoes full system testing in simulation
(using the ”Morse” simulator8) through a number of defined navigation test scenarios, build on top of the rostest
framework9, and our own topological navigation10. However, the same tests can also be run in a real-world ”test
arena”, to verify software commits also with a real robot.
Navigation Test Scenarios
We propose an implementation of specific and repeatable navigation tests§ as regression tests in a software develop-
ment environment support by CI paradigms. The aim to minimise regression of navigation behaviour by software
updates, but also can be used to develop and benchmark new navigation components or settings, with this purpose in
mind we have developed a series of test scenarios. These test scenarios are executed in the continuous integration
server every time there is a change to the STRANDS navigation stack. If one of these tests should fail, the system’s
maintainer is notified and can access a report page where they can see what exactly produced the failure and take
measures to solve possible issues. Fig. 2c shows the report page on the continuous integration server, this report is
comprised of a video report on which a video of the simulated test for this version of the software can be seen, and a
link to the console output log where the results of the navigation tests can be found¶. It shall be noted that critical as
well as supplementary scenarios are defined, with the first leading to rejection of any pull request of new code (a true
critical regression), and the latter only being considered for performance analysis.
To successfully test the software the testing must be as realistic as possible, but at the same time tests have to be
executed in a controlled environment where the conditions are as identical as possible every time. Additionally, tests
should be run in an automated set-up where not only the robot should be able to move in the testing environment, but
also the objects must move in a controlled manner. To achieve this we opted for the development of tests that could
be performed in simulation and real-world system, with a transition as seamless as possible. Simulated tests are
executed in a tailored environment (figure 2a) where all the scenarios can be tested and the objects and robot position
are part of the test definition. On the other hand, real-world testing requires a human operator and supervisor. A
typical set-up for this kind of testing is modifying an open space using some kind of panels for each test as seen
in figure 2b, resembling the simulated test arena. The test also in real-world utilise the same test definition as in
simulation allowing to run entire scenarios automatically at the push of a button also in real-world.
Discussion & Conclusion
Driven by demands of mid- to large-scale collaborative software development of robotic systems, we have proposed
a framework for continuous integration focusing on automated testing of robot navigation. This framework has
been productive in the EU STRANDS and ILIAD projects for more than 3 years, as has played an essential role to
ensure robust system performance in real-world scenarios. The proposed work-flow has also been utilised to provide
a framework for automated benchmarking of robotics algorithms11, and will further be developed for testing full
system capabilities, beyond navigation.
§See https://github.com/strands-project/strands_navigation/tree/indigo-devel/topological_
navigation/tests for the specification of our tests.
¶https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2ROycER60t8
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